
Andaz Capital Gate Abu Dhabi

a concept by Hyatt



Why Abu Dhabi?

Abu Dhabi is the Capital of UAE and 

the home of UAE culture

Why Andaz? 
Andaz Abu Dhabi guest is:

 Curious-minded traveler
 Culturally inspired
 Seeking to discover UAE’s hidden gems
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The Guinness World Records furthest leaning 

tower is in Abu Dhabi
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It leans 4 times further than the tower of Pisa The iconic leaning tower of Abu 

Dhabi with an 18 Degrees incline to 
the west
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Home of Andaz Capital Gate Abu Dhabi 

(a concept by Hyatt )

We are quirky and unscripted, yet immersive

and distinctively local
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Get up close and personal with Emirati Art while interacting with a local artist at 165 Below
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Hala-Hello Welcome to your Andaz! Boutique hotel with personalized 

service
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PULSE Guidebook with 100 hidden gems of Abu Dhabi
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Vibrant Terrace with stunning views Unmatched sunset experience
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We like to be inspired by your culinary 

preferences

Dine at the world’s furthest leaning restaurant 

at 18 Degrees
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Relax at the highest pool in Abu Dhabi Suspended 19 floors from the ground
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Rest in the furthest leaning hotel rooms with panoramic views of Abu Dhabi
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Bath in over-sized bathtubs with views of the city
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Discover the beauty of Abu Dhabi as hotel is located in proximity to:

• The Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque (5 minutes away)

• Corniche promenade and Corniche beach (15 minutes away)

• Yas and Saadiyat islands (25 minutes away)



Why 

Andaz Capital Gate Abu Dhabi?

(a concept by Hyatt)



 Located in the iconic leaning tower of Abu Dhabi

 Close proximity to cultural and historical attractions

 Personalized service by dynamic and free-spirited associates

 Quirky and vibrant environment that feels like home

 PULSE Guidebook with inspiring collection of Abu Dhabi hidden gems

 Complimentary tea/coffee all day and wine for two hours every 

evening

 You’ll know it when you sense it
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Are you looking for a unique hotel experience? 

Book your stay at Andaz!
(a concept by Hyatt) 
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